PROTECTA®

MOUSE BAIT STATIONS

MORE OPTIONS OFFERING GREATER VERSATILITY

PRODUCT FEATURES:

› Quality
  – Built with special plastic polymer to extend the field life of the station and to withstand extreme environmental conditions
  – Designed with durable, one-piece construction living hinge

› Performance
  – Unique, patented design of bait stations leads rodents directly to the bait inside
  – Bait posts or bait chamber walls designed to hold bait securely in station, increasing security of these tamper-resistant stations

› Versatility
  – Place bait stations wherever rodents travel – around the perimeter of buildings, along rodent runways, in doorways, under pallets
  – Protecta Bait Station designs offer the greatest variety of placements to fit every baiting situation
  – Locking mechanism on Bell’s bait stations keep bait away from intruders – one key fits entire range of stations

PRODUCT CODE    CASE QTY
Protecta Mouse    PS2539   12 stations
Protecta Keyless  KP6397   12 stations
Protecta RTU     PR2620   12 stations

More Than Meets The Eye
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